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Superintendent’s Update 
                  April 2018 
 

Mission:  

It is the mission of the Orleans Central Supervisory Union to provide an 
environment that celebrates diversity and creativity, promotes 
inclusion and integrity, and partners with parents and community 

members to give students access to a 21st century education. 

 

Vision: 

All of our students will have choices for success throughout their lives. 

 

 

            
 
 

 

 

 

Upcoming Dates: 
 
Executive Committee                       
May 9          
May 23              
                              

                          
Boards             
All Boards will meet on May 17th at Lake Region. Reminder 
that the OCSU meeting that night has been changed to 
7:00pm. The reason for the change is so that there isn’t such 
a long time between when most local Board meetings end 
and when the OCSU meeting begins. 
  
    
 

Teachers and Students: 
• May  24 – early release for 

students, PLC for teachers 

• May 24 – evening conferences 

• May 25 – no school for students, 
conferences 

• May 28 – no school – Memorial 
Day 
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 From Bev’s Desk: The Times They Are A-Changin’ 

 
As we transition into spring and experience all the changes 
that come with the changing of the season, I can’t help but 
reflect on both the positive and negative aspects that come 
with change. The snow is melting, but now we have mud. 
Soon I’ll be able to work in my garden, but I know that here 
in Brownington at least, I’ll be swarmed by black flies. I’ll 
soon be able to spend time in my kayak, but I’ll be sad to put 
away my snowshoes.  
 
Here in OCSU we have experienced lots of changes this year.  In addition to myself, we have 3 
new administrators (two new principals and a new Director of Instruction).  All of these people 

have brought their own ideas, energy, and new ways of doing things, and 
those ways are not always readily accepted. We have new systems in place 
for tracking staff attendance, for sharing documents, and for email; even 
though these changes are meant to simplify and make tasks more efficient, 
many people struggle to adapt. And across our system we are attempting 
to learn all we can about personalized learning and proficiency-based 
learning so that we can adapt our practice to better meet students’ needs. 

Many of these changes cause anxiety, even when they are ultimately positive. 
 
I recently read an article I saw on Twitter called, “The Grief of Accepting New Ideas”. This article 
written by Rick Wormelli compares change, and the tensions and frustrations surrounding it, to 
the process people go through when they are grieving.  
 
Wormelli reminds us of Elisabeth Kübler-Ross' five stages of grief (On Death and Dying, 1969): 
Denial/Isolation, Anger, Bargaining, Depression, and Acceptance. He goes on to say, “One or 
more of these stages is experienced by each of us when we are asked to discard something we 
hold dearly and accept something new in its place. Yes, we fake-rationalize ourselves into, “This 
will not actually happen,” and, "It'll just pass like another education fad, and I can wait until 
everyone comes to their senses.” 
 
We are in the midst of significant changes in the education world and 
those changes are affecting everyone in OCSU. On a daily basis I see 
students, educators, and community members who are experiencing 
one or more of the different stages of grief. Whether it’s new ways of 
teaching and learning, changes to our health care system, 
consolidation, a new governance structure, or new ways of paying for 
education, all of these changes have the potential to be seen as 
threatening and to cause people to experience grief. It’s important to 
remember that we need to support each other as we all struggle to accept new ideas.  
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As Wormelli says, “Let's help each other: Let's interact in ways that invite thoughtfulness, not 
invocation of self-protecting egos. Let's extend the compassion to others we seek for ourselves, 
and honor the grief process that happens when asked to give up something we've held so 
tightly all these years—a truth, reality, perception, or practice—as they struggle to accept 
something new. Instead of leaving them to struggle alone, we can walk that path together.” 
 
I’m glad to have all of you walking this path with me.  
 
 

Board Training: Policies 
 
Recently the Executive Committee reviewed Policy C1: Board 
Meetings, Agenda Preparation and Distribution, and I thought 
it might be helpful to review that policy here as well.  
 
The policy begins by reminding us that all Board meetings will be held in compliance with 
Vermont’s open meeting laws. You can read more about open meeting laws by clicking on the 
text in blue print. 
 
All Board meetings are conducted by following Robert’s Rules of Order. One item to note here 
is that although we do allow for additions and deletions at the beginning of each regularly 
scheduled Board meeting, we try to avoid additions that are of particular concern to the public. 
It is important that for those topics, community members have advance notice so they can 
attend the meeting if they wish to comment. 
 
At times it is necessary for a Board to discuss matters in executive session, and Board members 
need to be aware of when it is appropriate to do so. Our policy points us to the law, which 
outlines specific purposes when executive sessions are allowed. The most common ones that 
apply to school boards include: appointment of an employee, employee discipline, grievances, 
labor relations, student discipline, and attorney-client communications. (Note: this is not a 
complete list.) All matters discussed in executive session are confidential and should not be 
repeated outside of the session. When a Board makes a motion to enter executive session they 
must state the purpose. For example: “Motion to enter into executive session to discuss a 
grievance”. Once the Board comes out of executive session the minutes should reflect either, 
“No action taken” or the motion that results from the discussion.  
 
Our policy states that agendas are prepared by the superintendent or designee in consultation 
with the Board chair. Here in OCSU agenda preparation is done in different ways. In some 
cases, I meet with the Board chair and the principal approximately one week prior to the 
meeting to develop the agenda. In other instances, I consult with the principal to develop the 
agenda. We don’t yet follow a policy governance model for our Board meetings, but as we 
move toward that model you will begin to see each agenda item connected to one of our 
policies. This helps to keep the Board focused on Board responsibilities and not on 

https://www.sec.state.vt.us/media/514454/A-GUIDE-TO-OPEN-MEETINGS.pdf
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management responsibilities. I’ll provide more information on policy governance in a future 
Update. 

 
 
 
 

 
The big news in the legislature this month revolves around employee health care. For a number 
of years now health care for education employees has been managed by the Vermont 
Education Health Initiative (VEHI), and health care benefits vary across supervisory unions 
because these benefits are negotiated by local boards and unions. Last year Governor Scott 
proposed that the state take over health care and remove it from the collective bargaining 
process. Vermont-NEA opposed this and it was left up to local boards and unions to negotiate.  
 
All health care plans changed on Jan. 1, 2018 and the previous plans were no longer available to 
employees. In addition, some of the new plans are considered high-deductible plans and 
employees were offered health reimbursement accounts (HRAs) to help pay for out-of-pocket 
costs. Although the new plans were rolled out without a problem, the HRA roll-out was fraught 
with issues.  
 
Vermont-NEA has proposed that VEHI be disbanded and a new commission be formed to 
manage employee health care. The current VEHI board is made up of one representative from 
VT-NEA, one representative from the Vermont School Board’s Association, one school board 
member, one superintendent, and one business manager. The proposal on the table is that the 
new commission have equal representation from VT-NEA and legislature-appointed members. 
The proposal also includes negotiating health care benefits at the state level rather than at the 
local level.  
 
It will be important for school boards to follow the progress of this proposal and its effects on 
our employees and on our bargaining process.  
 
 
Act 46 
 
The Act 46 committee meeting scheduled for April 12th was canceled due to a lack of a quorum. 
The committee did hold an informational meeting for staff on April 6th at 3:00. Although all 
teachers were at Lake Region that day for PLCs, only about 20 people stayed for the meeting. 
The committee presented a hand-out that addressed staff comments and concerns raised by 
the staff survey that the committee had distributed earlier this year.  
 
The report for the State Board of Education has been completed and will be submitted within 
the next couple of weeks. Amy Leroux and I will present our plan to the State Board on June 8th.  
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Meanwhile, the Acting Deputy Secretary of Education, Heather Bouchey, will present the state 
plan to the State Board by June 1st. I recently had a conversation with Donna Russo-Savage, the 
Act 46 attorney for the AOE about our plan. I reiterated our request that we be informed of our 
place in the state plan so that we could share that with community members. We had been told 
earlier that our place in the state plan would not be revealed until after our November vote as 
the secretary did not want to “disrupt local conversations”. Ms. Russo-Savage said that we 
might be able to infer our place in the state plan by seeing what the plan is for other districts.  
 
Once we have more information about all of this we will share that information with 
community members.  
 
Enrollment Update 
 

Enrollment Update 4/30/18

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

Albany 9 7 11 12 12 8 7 5 7 78

Barton 18 20 17 14 17 12 21 18 14 151

Brownington 12 10 9 13 13 15 12 11 9 104

Glover 12 13 10 10 16 14 15 14 12 116

Irasburg 15 12 17 10 15 16 13 15 15 128

Orleans 23 6 14 11 13 13 11 13 9 113

Total K-8 89 68 78 70 86 78 79 76 66 690

9 10 11 12 Total

LR 90 93 94 85 362

Grand Total 1052  

 
 
 

PreSchool Enrollment 

3 year olds 4 year olds Total Outside of OCSU

Albany 7 6 13 1

Barton 9 12 21 2

Brownington 5 5 10 2

Glover 7 7 14 2

Irasburg 5 13 18 2

Orleans 4 5 9 0

Westmore 1 3 4 1

Out-of-District 0 1 1

Total 38 52 90 10  
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Superintendent’s Report April 2018 
 
Here are the tasks I worked on in April: 
 
Fostering Educational Excellence 

• Prepared Board agendas, including meeting with principals and some Board chairs 

• Attended Board meetings 

• Attended two Executive Committee meetings 

• Published the April issue of the Superintendent’s Update 

• Visited all schools  
 
Developing Quality Leadership and Staff 

• Developed agendas for and facilitated two Cabinet meetings 

• Facilitated Monday Morning Meetings for central office staff 

• Met one-on-one with principals to provide support and guidance 

• Managed multiple personnel and legal issues 

• Met with the Special Ed Continuum group to plan for better meeting student needs 

• Participated in a PLC 

• Reviewed license renewals for professional staff and plans for those on provisional 
licenses 

 
Connecting School and Community 

• Managed the OCSU social media accounts   

• Sent 3 positive notes to parents 

• Met multiple times with concerned parents and engaged in follow-up tasks 

• Worked on tasks around Act 46, including writing the report for the State Board of 
Education 

• Published a blog post called The Times They Are A-Changin’ 
 
Aligning Resources with Needs 

• Met with Heather and Mike on Titles funds 

• Worked on tasks to digitize our process for tracking professional development activities 

• Worked on many, many tasks associated with the new health insurance plans and the 
HRA, including calls with our third-party vendors, Future Planning and DataPath 

• Multiple tasks around contract renewal for administrators, teachers and support staff 

• Participated in a Food Service Monitoring meeting with a team from the AOE 

• Facilitated a quarterly breakfast meeting for central office staff to review/revise 
onboarding and offboarding procedures. 

 
 

 
 

 

http://www.ocsu.org/superintendents-blog

